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!lwzy,nne S Purse
by Cynthia Walters
Roxanne smiled and nodded at
Maury, who had manned the front desk here
since before Roxanne was born, and continued past him to the far end of the lobby
where the Events Board was posted near the
elevators. She paused and bent to tug
delicately at one silk stocking while discretely noting what groups were staying in
the hotel this weekend. Farm Bureau
Agents ...she wrinkled her nose...elementary
school teachers ...95% female ...bowlers from
throughout the Midwest. ..ugh!. .. a wedding
reception in the ballroom ... receptions were
a tough call. She noted the floor and moved
on ... ah!. .. real
estate agents ... a smile.
Roxanne gave her stocking a final pat and
turned to enter the bar.
It was late afternoon and the place

was nearly deserted. Dusty sunlight striped last night's blood, and spilled beer, and
through the wooden shutters at the win- nervous perspiration only temporarily
dows and laid interesting patterns across smothered by a cloying layer of pine-scented
the faded carpet. Roxanne watched her feet disinfectant: She sniffed tiredly at the air,
(how many others had trod this old rug?) as - familiar with that smell of masked desperashe moved slowly toward her usual seat, the tion, and slipped as casually into her profeshigh wooden stool precisely at the elbow of sional face as she slipped into the worn
the L-shaped bar.
leather chair.
The Randolph was an old hotel,
"Evening, Rox," Sam, the bardating back to the turn of the century. tender, greeted her.
There was a past here. History had been
"Sam," she returned gravely. "A
absorbed like smoke by the mirrors, and glass of white wine, please."
had darkly stained the pillars. Politicians
Roxanne carried a huge black pouch
had drunk their bourbon here, movie stars of a handbag. She wore it strapped across
sipped their champagne.
her upper body like a shield. She reached
But a bar was a bar was a bar, into it now, with a blind but confident hand,
Roxanne thought with a sigh. A sad and and withdrew a crisp twenty dollar bill that
ultimately lonely place, with the smell of she placed on the bar in front of her. The
rings on her manicured fingers flashed dully
in the murky light, and she paused to tum
them idly this way and that, studying them
carefully for a moment, as if they belonged
to someone else. Her hands were graceful
and pale.smooth and unblemished, but
weighted down by this cheap and flashy
costume jewelry. She folded them abruptly
into her lap, fighting the sudden urge to
gnaw nervously at a nail. Her raggedy nails
were hidden anyway by the plastic ones
Glenda had so laboriously glued on just that
morning, and Roxanne was cautious not to
break one, even as she gripped her hands
into fists between her thighs.
Roxanne was an attractive woman.
Pretty, but not often beautiful, very rarely
gorgeous, never breath-taking. Though
secretly, and on more than one occasion,
Roxanne had been startled by unexpected
glimpses of great beauty in herself. These
glimpses were fleeting and elusive, vaguely
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unsettling. They came at odd times of the hint of musky cologne. She wore a black
morning, as she glanced into unfamiliar silk dress with an oversized jacket and
bathroom mirrors to brush at her hair or to heels. She carried her black handbag. Gold
dab on fresh lipstick, and she would freeze, chains peeked from the nearly hidden holbreath caught painfully in her throat, and low of her throat Bracelets jangled at her
she would move closer to the mirror, peer- wrists. The rings on her fingers added to the
ing to see more, to see deeper, to capture it, cacophony, as did the complicated swirling
to hold it close to her. But when she moved, earrings dangling from her ears.
Roxanne looked reckless, yet eleeven a fraction of an inch, she lost it, and
she was plain old Roxanne again, with blue gant; passionate, yet cool and removed.
half moons of weariness under her eyes and Mostly, she looked knowing and sure, like
a tiny scar on her chin from a run-in with -- she could chew up and swallow even the
barbed wire when she was ten. The thing
about beauty, Roxanne would tell herself
. then, is that you can never see it when
you 're actively searching. You can never
count on that reassurance when you truly
need it.
Roxanne was tall and slim with
medium-sized breasts and narrow hips. She
wore clothes well and moved with an easy
grace that was purely and elegantly instinctive. Her eyes were the dusky blue of
..frozen river ice; her gaze direct and unflinching. She had a child's nose, small and
slightly upturned, a sprinkling of freckles
across the bridge, but her mouth was a
woman's, full and deep red.
But it was Roxanne's hair that
drew the most attention.
A Greek professor at the local
university had once spent an afternoon with
Roxanne -he was a better talker than he
was a lover- and he laid stretched across
her bed and spread her hair in a fan, stroking, stroking, and told her of the fermented
drink made of malt and honey and yeast that most distasteful substance placed before
the ancient Greeks had sipped from earth- her.
"Thank you, Sam," she murmured,
enware jugs. It was a pale amber, "syrupy
sweet liquid," the professor said, ''that smelled as he silently brought her change.
She took a sip of wine and turned
of wild clover... that caught the sun and held
slightly in her chair to survey the room. An
its warmth ...and ... and"
Mead was the color of Roxanne's elderly couple sat munching BLT's at a
hair. She wore it loosed and untamed in table near the window. The man was studythick tangled waves halfway down her back. ing a racing form, and the woman a super..._ It was the tawny mane of a lioness on the market tabloid. They did not glance up
prowl. It lent itself, dramatically, to from their reading. A young man, with a
Roxanne's peculiar and contradictory mix- sparse growth of beard on his thin face and
ture of mystery, and aloofness, and vul- a Harley Davidson t-shirt on his thin chest,
was moodily drinking an imported beer;
nerability.
She tossed her hair now, with a sliding the bottle to and fro in an ever(._ practiced swing of her head, and gazed widening arc across the polished wood table
critically at her reflection in the mirror top. He was somewhere else entirely. Several
behind the bar. It was a Friday night at the conventioneers were gathered around anRandolph Hotel, and a certain look was other table, name tags firmly in place, eager,
required. Roxanne had carefully constructed almost desperate looks on their faces, as the
an image to meet the unspoken criteria. She pitchers and shot glasses grew empty in
front of them, and conversation faltered
was practiced at this as well.
She wore little make-up: eyeliner, and died among them, to be replaced with
a touch of blush, dusky rose lipstick. Just a forced hilarity, a stoic determination to "let

l
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loose and have some fun." Roxanne recognized and immediately dismissed them,
shifting subtly in her seat again to face the
open doorway.
She squared her shoulders and took
a deep drink of her wine.
She was now on duty.

*
Roxanne was thirty-four years old.
She had never been married, though she
had been in love once. She had a daughter
named Melissa Joy who lived with Roxanne's
mother in the sleepy farm community where
Roxanne herself had been raised. A daughter who was nearly sixteen now ... tomorrow,
Roxanne thought dully, she will be sixteen
tomorrow ...a daughter who called her
grandma "mother" and never knew exactly
what she was supposed to call Roxanne.
Roxanne didn't know either, so they avoided
that issue mostly, and limited their relationship to generic greeting cards mailed to one
another on appropriate holidays. It was a
situation best dealt with through the U.S .
Mail and Ma Bell, Roxanne had decided
long ago and when she longed sometimes,
for more, she reminded herself sternly of
the pain she had caused, the mistakes she
had made, the cowardice she had shown.
Six teen years hadn't lessened her
guilt
She saw Melissa a couple of times
a year and it was painful, but Roxanne
insisted on their meeting. Melissa had grown
into a sweet and demure young willow of a
girl, with her father's huge and tortured
eyes. Those eyes looked at Roxanne with
the same curious mixture of fear and fascination that made Roxanne want to run and
hide because she had tried to love him, she
had tried to please him, she had tried to
answer all of his unanswer~le questions
and she had failed, and he had left her, and
the failure was too great, and she had handed
the baby to her mother, and she had fled.
Fled right here to this barstool in
the Randolph Hotel with a glass of cheap,
white wine raised halfway to her lips, and a
potential customer just slipping into the
seat beside her.
Roxanne smiled at him in the mirror.
His name was Gary and he sold
Farm Bureau insurance in Akron, Ohio, and
he had a wife and three children and no, he
had never been in the city before, "nope,
this was the first time," and he was hoping
to score points with the boss and maybe get
that manager's position in the office in
Cleveland. He was next in line for a promotion after all, and boy these bourbons sure
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tasted good, sure slipped down the throat
nice and easy, and hedidn 'treally drink this
much very often, and God she had the most
gorgeous hair, and wasn't that a funny
name- Roxanne? And Roxanne told him
it would be a hundred dollars cash, and he
smiled an odd sort of smile and asked
"Could I charge it?" And Roxanne dug in
her purse for the Master Card slips she kept
there, and Gary filled one out and handed it
to Sam who called to verify the number and
then returned with a hundred dollar bill and
a receipt, both of which Gary slipped into
his wallet, not looking at either of them, and
then he drained his drink and ordered another, and Roxanne excused herself to go to
the restroom.
Roxanne set her handbag on the
counter near the sink and opened it wide.
She reached for her silver pillbox and dry
swallowed a Valium. She touched up her
lipstick and fluffed at her hair with stiff
fingers. She methodically removed her
jewelry and slipped it into a velvet pouch
zippered onto the inside of her purse. She
ducked into a stall, pulled down her slacks,
and sat on the toilet. She reached between
her legs and sprayed herself with a feminine
hygiene spray. "With the delicate scent of
wildflowers," she read from the label and
was struck with an ugly parallel: masking
the smell of last night's beer with this
morning's Pinesol. Roxanne shivered and
nearly gagged. Beads of sweat dripped
down her sides, down her face. She closed
her eyes.
It was always like this. She sat
numbly on the toilet, pants around her ankles
in an undignified heap, and she waited for
the Valium to take hold -- waited for that
floating, dreamy release that would unlock
her knees and propel her airily across the
lobby and back to her nervous insurance
salesman from Akron, Ohio. She sat very
still, scarcely breathing, and was rewarded,
finally, by a tingling in her hands and feet,
a sudden release of tension from her chest,
an abrupt clarity of thought. She shook her
head like a wet dog, and sopped at the
wetness in her underarms with toilet paper.
She talked to herself as she stood and rearranged clothing. "Okay, you' re okay, Rox.
Everything's under control. You're fine."
"Okay," she repeated as she fumbled with
the stall's door, "You're okay," she told her
reflection. "Everything's fine," she whispered as she dug in her purse for a breathmint. Pasting a confident smile on her face,
and without so much as a glance into the
mirror to verify its authenticity, she slung

her handbag across her chest and floated
serenely through the lobby and into the bar.
Gary was having another drink.
He glanced at Roxanne with wary eyes;
dido• t speak as she settled herself in her
chair. Roxanne noticed that he had switched
from bourbon with gingerale to straight
bourbon on the rocks, and she sighed a little
as she ordered another glass of wine, but
Gary reached for his wallet and paid for her
drink and then left his wallet lying on the
bar, and Roxanne grew encouraged again,
and even felt a little sorry for him, this
nervous salesman who was sweating slightly,
and gulping his drink, and chewing madly
on his ice. She took a dainty sip of wine and
went to work. With just the right touch of
embarrassment in her soft voice, Roxanne
leaned closer to Gary and confessed to this
silly fascination with insurance rates and
insurance policies, and just how did companies arrive at those figures anyway? She
was curious because she had been thinking
she should have some sort of life insurance,
but no one had ever been able to exJ!lain the
- process so her feeble little brain could
understand it, but she had a feeling Gary
could because he was kind, and patient,
and, well, just more intelligent than those
other high-pressure guys she had talked to.
And Gary responded slowly, turning his
body to face hers, voice cracking and unsure at first but growing confident, and soon
he was writing figures on a cocktail napkin,
and Roxanne was leaning close, and Gary
suggested they have a bottle of champagne,
and he grew drunker and more aggressive
while Roxanne grew sober and still, no
longer asking questions, no longer leading
the conversation, simply watching and
waiting. And when it came time to leave
the bar, it was she that led him.
Later, under the fluorescent glare
of an anonymous hotel bathroom, Roxanne
once again set her handbag on the counter
near the sink. She dabbed at her smudged
eyeliner and clucked her tongue at a broken
nail. She squatted over the toilet and quickly
douched. She slipped on a pair of clean
panties, slipping the old pair into another
zippered bag inside her purse. She brushed
her hair and applied lipstick in a careful
line; replaced rings and necklaces and brocelets, and touched a bit of cologne behind
each ear. She crept through the darkened
room adjoining the bathroom and let herself quietly out the door and into the hall.
She did not glance once at Gary's hunched
and snoring frame.
As she waited for the elevator, she

reached into a hidden compartment in the
very bottom of her handbag and gently
stroked the stiff bill, now folded carefully
into quarters and tucked safely away.
Roxanne reemerged in the lobby
and walked into the dining room. "One for
dinner," she said to the tuxedoed maitre d •.
He escorted her to a table in the far comer,
politely held her chair, and asked if she
would care to see a wine list this evening.
She barely glanced at him.
"I'm ready to order," she said in a

firm voice, handing him back the menu.
Roxanne ordered a house salad
with vinaigrette dressing, and a filet, rare,
with a split of red wine. She ate slowly and
carefully. She thought of Melissa again.
Melissa with her hungry eyes. Her tiny
dark-haired baby. Melissa who was, for
Chrissake, a woman now, sixteen years old,
and what did that make Roxanne? No. She
shook that thought away. What did that
make Melissa? What kind of woman was
Melissa going to be? What was Melissa
going to think of the black leather handbag
that Roxanne had so painstaking! y selected,
and giftwrapped, and boxed, and taped, and
sent off in the mail a few days before? Was
that an appropriate gift for a sixteen year
old girl? Would Melissa like it?
And what sort of things would
Melissa carry in such a bag?
Roxanne ordered cognac with her
coffee. She took tiny sips of the brandy
then chased that fire all the way down with
equally tiny sips of hot, black coffee. What
would Melissa carry?
A box of crayolas and half a pea-7-

nut butter sandwich, Roxanne smiled to
herself. A chain made of gum wrappers. A
see-through plastic coin purse. No, no, she
corrected. Melissa would carry a delicate
lace hankie, with her coins knotted carefully in one end. She would have a miniature comb and brush set -- a pale, pearlypink. Perhaps a compact to match.
Roxanne caught herself and brushed
at the air impatiently. Oh, she was being
foolish. Melissa was not a little girl. Why,
she was sixteen years old, not much younger
than Roxanne had been when Melissa was
born. She probably carried tampax, and
boy's phone numbers, and packages of
chewing gum, and ticket stubs from the
movies, and Roxanne frowned. For all she
knew, Melissa carried condoms, and cigarettes, and books of matches, and stolen
credit cards. Roxanne didn't know, simply
didn't know, and she suddenly wanted to
cry, great whooping sobs of regret and los~
chances. She forced the last of her coffee
through the tightness in her throat. With
one hand she gripped the edge of the table
as she jabbed the nails of the other into her
palm. A few more deep breaths; she paid
for her meal; she left the dining room.
She reclaimed her seat at the bar.
It was after 9:00 now, and Sam had been
joined by Matt and Steve behind the bar.
Several cocktail waitresses now circulated
the room beyond. The crowd was noisy and
demanding, and the sound of clinking glasses
and shouted conversations swelled around
Roxanne. She ordered another glass of
wine and filed at her broken nail. Shedidn 't
bother to look around. She rummaged in
her bag until she found Glenda's nail repair
kit, placing her hand flat on the bar, she
snipped and glued and painted the tiny
plastic shell to perfectly match the others,
then blew gently to speed the drying, and
tucked the kit away again, and was mildly
surprised to discover her wine was nearly
gone, and you better slow yourself down,
Rox, she told herself sternly, and she opened
her mouth to ask Sam for a cup of black
coffee, but he was already in front of her,
placing a fresh glass of wine on a fresh
cocktail napkin in front of her and indicating with a jerk of his head that it was
compliments of the lone man at the far end
of the bar who looked at Roxanne now, with
hostile yet hopeful eyes.
He sells real estate, she thought to
herself, in some big anonymous city, like
Dallas. He had that weasel look about him.
He had narrow, shifty eyes and a nervous
grin. He was balding, with a thin and

sinewy build. He leaned forward as he
stood. He was the kind of guy, at cocktail
parties, who stood much too close and pushed
his face into yours, breathing too rapidly
with stale and unpleasant breath. Yes, he
was like an eager weasel, grinning and
nervous, lurking outside the chicken coop.
- Roxanne thought all of this in ten
seconds. She smiled graciously, lifted her
glass in silent acknowledgement, took a
sip, lowered her eyes.
He joined her a moment later -- all
bought and paid for, she thought, somewhat
incoherently-- and placed a territorial hand
on her upper thigh, squeezing.
"How much, baby?" he asked, with
an expulsion of scotch fumes into her face.
His eyes were flat gray and purely
predatory now, and Roxanne took in his
linen suit and his Ro lex, his diamond pinkie
ring, the overpowering stench of his expensive cologne.
"Two hundred dollars," she answered coldly.
He blanched. Grinned. Drained
his scotch. Wiped his lips with the back of
his hand. Grinned again.
"What kind of tricks do you do for
that kind of money?"
"Just your basic tricks." She tried
to smile.
Linen Suit snapped his fingers for
another drink. His upper lip curled.
"Well, baby, you ain't that good looking. I'll give you a hundred."
Roxanne turned her face away.
"Thanks for the drink," she murmured.
Linen Suit was silent for a moment. He glowered into his glass. Roxanne
clutched her purse to her and waited.
"Really gripes my ass," he muttered finally. "Some two-bit hooker thinks
she's too good for me, thinks she spots a
guy with a little class, a guy with a fat
wallet, and so she ups her price and then
acts all offended when the guy tells her
she's not worth it!"
His voice was rising steadily and
Roxanne knew this one wasn't going to go
down easy, and she reached stealthily into
her purse, got a grip on the can of mace she
kept there, tensed her shoulders and waited.
Linen Suit drained his drink and
smashed his empty glass to the bar.
''I'll give you a hundred and fifty,"
he snarled, and Roxanne glanced up, surprised. What was his game?
She shook her head.
'Tm really not interested," she

said softly. Linen Suit turned to face her
and his weasel eyes were suddenly danger-

ous.
"No godHamn whore is going to ..."
"Sam!" Roxanne called, urgency
apparent, though her voice remained low.
Sam approached slowly, wiping his hands
on a towel.
"This bozo giving you trouble,

Rox?" he asked softly.
At her nod he turned to Linen Suit
and leaning slightly forward, spoke in that
same quiet and unassuming tone.
"The lady wants you to leave her
alone, asshole."
Linen Suit sputtered .. .'Lady!"...
and stood up so quickly his barstool clattered to the floor behind him.

"What lady? She's a goddamn
whore turning tricks at the goddamn bar!"
His narrow eyes suddenly narrowed
even more.
"Oh, I get it, you're her pimp,
right? You get a piece of the pie, right?"
"Time to leave," Sam said coldly,
"You don't want to say anymore."
Linen Suit recognized the menace
in Sam's posture. Linen Suit probably
guessed that Sam had a baseball bat, or
something even more lethal, within easy
reach. Linen Suit began to back toward the
door. Sam stood with arms solidly crossed,
watching him. Roxanne released her grip
on the can of mace with effort and blindly
groped within therecessesofherpurse until
her frantic fingers closed around the silver
pillbox. She fished out another Valium,
brought it to her lips, and swallowed.
The room had stilled, watching
the drama unfold at the bar, and Roxanne
unconsciously squared her shoulders, though
she looked at no one. She knew she would
have to leave now. Sam would tolerate no
more tonight Roxanne sat stiffly in her
chair, waiting for the Valium to take hold,
waiting to disconnect and float away. She
left a twenty dollar bill under the cocktail
napkin for Sam.
Roxanne trembled a little as she
walked into the night air where the taxi cabs
were lined up and waiting to take her anywhere she wanted to go. She saw the
recognition on their grizzled faces, and the
line from an old rock and roll song floated
through her mind as she walked steadily
toward them - "The door's wide open but
baby, the ride ain't free."
She hesitated only a moment; settled
herself in the back seat; firmly closed the
door. She had money. She would pay.
-8-
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Editor's Note: Cynthia Walters was the
1990 receipiant ofthe DMACC Foundation
Writers's Scholarship as the "best overall
writer" in the annual creative writing contest.

The
Morning
Jogger
by Genny Freeman

Illustration by Larry Kirkwood
Pen & Ink
The dawn jog. She was the runner. She
always ran through Waterworks Park on the
narrow cement path. This particular morning she was out extra early because she
knew today was going to be a hot one.
As she began to run, it was still a little
dark. The sun was just beginning to peer
through the trees. Left, right, left, right.
Her running feet moved in a rhythmic pattern.

Quickly her head turned back; she could
have sworn she heard another runner, but
she saw nothing. As she slowly picked up
her pace, she thought she heard it again, but
more distinctly. Clomp, clomp, clomp.
Her head snapped back again ...nothing. The
sweat was rolling down her neck as her pace
quickened even more. Oomp, clomp, clomp.
She had her key ready. As her hand slid up
the railing on the steps, she stuck the key in
the door.
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Slam. She was safe inside her home.
"Come here Chauncy, I should have taken
you with me this morning," she said as the
dog licked her hand. She wiped her feet on
the door mat. Then Chauncy started to
growl.
"Why were you running so fast today?"
the voice said.

My Deck
My neighbor's black cat
Basks in the warm sun on my deck and
Watches
The red cardinal,
The gray sparrow,
The brown and rust robin,
The bright blue jay,
And the tiny brown wren
Who chatter and sing
In my white blossomed tree
And
Watch
My neighbor's black cat
Who basks in the warm sun on
My deck.

"••
-

by Hazel Pratt
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Seldom when it's
Tried and
True.
by Hazel Pratt

Photograph by Dave Christoffers
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GOING
SOMEWHERE
By David Champion

They were going somewhere in a
car. The driver quiet and pensive. The
passenger talkative, and wanting to smoke.
" ... these hairpin turns are a pain when you 're
in a hurry. But I suppose that's the only way
to make this kind of road, like a big snake
lying on a hill. Mind if I smoke?" he asked,
cigarette hanging on his lower lip, one eyebrow cocked up, hands out as if pleading to,
and Zippo already blazing. The passenger
knew damned well the driver didn't want
anyone to smoke in the car. He hated the
way the Marlboro bobbed when his lips
move, and he hated smoke even more.
"Yes." He rocked around in the
seal and coughed lightly, adjusting his grip
on the wheel. No reason to get all worked up
over this. We• ve got other problems, bigger
problems. Just be firm. He tried the radio
again. Flipping through the channels without forethought or plan, he listened for
something, anything except the crackle of
static.

The Zippo went out, but the
filterless stayed hanging. "Well, it looks
like the sun'll be down soon, not that you'd
notice through smog of black that's covering
everything." Nothing like stating the
obvious. "Bettertum on the lights." He was
stalling, stalling. The driver knew it, and
there wasn't any reason to deny it. More idle
bullshit about the dead squinny on the road,
and the cattle carcasses they had seen in the
pastures at the foot of the mountain.
The passenger's sweaty palm
gripped the chrome lighter, brought it up to
the tip and lit the cigarette. Left hand blocking
the wind, even though the windows were up.
Habit for a habit. Or was it ritual? Neither
one cared when the tires started screeching.
The white line whipped by. then an old
wooden fencepost still holding on to three
strands of rusted barbed-wire, then the yellow chevron arrows telling of the sharp
curve. They came to rest 193 degrees from
the original course. They were going nowhere in a car.

The passenger rapidly wound the
crank handle and tossed the Marlboro out,
cherry sparking on the asphalt. The smoke
from the cigarette was displaced by the smoke
from burning rubber and the thick black of
the fouled atmosphere as the car cut back
around.
"Hey relax will ya'? I put it out."
Passenger looking hurt, or was it amazed by
the action. "You know. I was just reading the
other day about how stress is really bad for
you and you 're just about shaking or ready to
explode or something, and besides you're
not really being fair to me by not letting me
smoke and enjoy myself. My nicotine jones
is really coming down on me and ... "
The driver cut him off with a look.
"Not being fair? Not being fair! You 're not
even letting me breathe! Is that fair? This is
my car you know and besides, we're already
here at the bomb shelter."

•
•••

Photograph by John Binder
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"Ah! Such are spirals for!"
Pine cones
cochlea, and Minoan
vase, back 3,000
years or more.
Grecian constant
Fibonacci's
sequence,
5, 8, 13,
21, the sum of two
before.
' Sage, snail,
Eve' s wanton
ringlets, a
"Starry Night,"
the spider's
"wheel of thread"
hanging
on the door.
A choice for growth,
curved

mystery of
life, the
shape that
gets around
DNA and
how the planets
soar.
Ah! Such are spirals for!

by Mary K. Tyler
Author's note- "Starry Night" refers to Van Gogh's painting and "wheel of thread" is from a
Robert Frost poem.
Editor's Note : Ah! Such are Spirals For! was voted
Best Poem in the 1990 Creative Writing Contest.
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Empty8e'ats
To the front of the Church and the pew on your right
sat the widow Pott-Shrigley who spared the mite.
Directly behind her and looking quite glum,
fat Annie, dour and Eric and Mrs. Algernon.
Mrs. Bertha Wildgoose and Bertram Leigh,
Widow Snodgrass and daughter and Billy the Kid.
Mr. H. Stocker-Goodwin and Honore his wife.
There's Pingot Queen, Oh what a lark, larger than life
and done up like a tart. Her husband Sam and daughter
Jean and Johnny Attentick the Pole from the War.
Then Matron Dale and Seth and Anne and Vivian Etchells
Oh! what they'll let in.
Mrs. Freddy Osbaldiston, Mrs. Foxworth-Smythe,
Mr. Stuart-Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Price.

To the left the Walker-Overtons and Dolly Appleyard.
Behind them Big Joe Lockhart and old Earnshaw from
the Hall.
Next there are the Griffins and behind the Goulding clan.
Mrs. Proudfoot, Maisie Archer and Mrs. Horace Stout
There's Theodora Pomfrey and Archibald Mc Will,
The Reverend David Horsefall and Peregrine Willoughby.
Their seats are nearly empty now, but their names are
all recalled on the grave-stones in the Churchyard
of the Parish of St. George.
by Wendy Anderson
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Susan

q{aspe{{:

'Beyond tfie :J{eartfi
"Find out what you can," my boss
said as I trudged out of the office. "She's
really a very interesting woman." I didn't
even look back. Why sho~ld I be concerned
about a "has-been" writer?
I strode outside the building and
hailed a cab.

book,JuddRankin' s Daughter, has seen the
light of day. But where's the setting? Iowa
- the Midwest, land ofliterary giants, right?
And she was a "feminist." Another woman
trying shove men around. It took a real effort
to push these thoughts from my mind when
we arrived at her house. I paid the cabby and
made my way up an embankment to the
house.

"Where to?"
I gave him the address and we sped
away. I had spent three long years at the
Provincetown Advocate waiting for the story
that would boost me out of that dead-end job.
And what did I get, a profile on Susan
Glaspell,a writer from another era. It didn't
exactly seem like the story that would send
me up the career ladder. I sighed as I looked
over my notes.
"A Pulitzer Prize in 1931 - well,
that's impressive," I thought to myself. But
15 years had passed, what had this woman
really done since then? Oh, sure, a new

The old house rose prominently
above its surroundings. Its shutters were
faded with age, the weatherboard holding
the soil of a recent stonn. But even as the
afternoon sun beamed across the rooftop,
the house itself seemed to display a certain
fortitude. I took a deep breath.

I nodded in acknowledgement,
stepped up, walked through the doorway,
and politely removed my hat.
"You may sit over there," she said,
pointing to a davenport. The room appeared
daintily elegant The walls were decorated
with two tintype photographs and a painting.
A portrait in a walnut frame had been carefully placed on an end table. My eyes
focused on the image, scrutinizing the
subject's face. The expression was calm, and
a certain softness enveloped the picture.
"Well, I see you've found a portrait
of me in better days."
"It's very beautiful."

The door opened as I approached
and a woman stood in the doorway gazing
down at me with thoughtful, penetrating
eyes. "Right on time. I do appreciate
promptness, although it is not a trait I possess myself. Won't you come in?"

"I was really quite a young woman
at that time although I lamented my 'old
age.' I graduated from Drake University in
'98 and then went to work on the Daily News
in Des Moines. I don't suppose you've
heard of that paper?"
I shook my head.

Photo Copy by Randy Rivers

"Well that doesn't surprise me.
There were so many little papers in Des
Moines at that time, each one trying to find
their niche in a growing city. I suppose a few
had to close up. Anyway, after two years on
the paper, I decided to return to Davenport
and do a little free-lance work which, I
suppose by anyone's standards, went pretty
well. I sent some of the material to women's
magazines and quite a lot of it was published.
But it was tiresome material, you see, rarely
going beyond the hearth. Sometimes the
magazines left the kitchen to regale tired
housewives with romance. I felt so useless,
writing the same material over and over
again, issuing snippets of advice to housewives. So in 1903, frustrated with the situation, I took the money I had made in my
free-lance ventures and went to the University
of Chicago to do some graduate work."
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She examined a few more old photographs, then fidgeted slightly. A look of
remorse came across her face and slipped
away just as quickly.replaced by a hardened
expression.

"Do you know what this is?" She held up a
typed manuscript. "This is the play that
earned the Pulitzer Prize in 1931." She
handed the script to me. The title page read
Allison's House.

I started to shift in my seat as she
leveled these accusations. "Do you really
believe that we make a conscious effort to
demean your sex?"

"But it didn't work out. I wanted
to feel my writing, you understand. I wanted
the words to leap off of the page and strike a
few nerves. I couldn't do it there, not even
in graduate school."

"I wanted to explore the life, the
tragic, isolated life, of Emily Dickinson.
She was the epitome of creativity and vitality in her time. But she never experienced
the joy she brought to others through her
writing. She never understood what she had
to offer - because of her isolation and the
misunderstanding of a hypocritical society.
I tried to capture her family's response to the
find. Could you imagine finding over 1,500
beautiful pieces of poetry locked away in a
small room?"

She smiled slightly, stood up and
walked over to a drawer full of papers. She
pulled a small manuscript out and walked
toward me. "I think you do, perhaps indirectly or unconsciously. Maybe you could
read this. It's one of my earlier works, but if
you're willing to consider its messages perhaps it may open your eyes."

Her steely gaze penetrated into my
eyes a while longer, waiting for a sign of
acknowledgementorperhapsagreement. My
face flushed and, with a slight smile, I lowered my eyes to the floor. Finally she broke
the nervous silence.
"But then there was George Cram
Cook, my first husband. A different sort of
man -- moved by philosophy, driven by
intellect. We met in a group called the
Monist Society. We were human beings
searching for true intellectual freedom, determined to rid ourselves of the status quo.
He gave me what I needed -- conviction of
purpose. He was there encouraging while
others were chasing me to the nearest kitchen.
"Later, we moved to Provincetown,
Massachusetts where George and I founded
the Provincetown Players in 1915. By 1916
the company had become so successful that
we were able to move it to New York City.
I wrote most of the plays for the 'players' but
we did have a few other talented writers. I
don't suppose you've heard of Eugene
O'Neill?" she asked with a comical expression.

She picked up a few clippings,
leaned forward and spoke in a low tone. Her
face displayed a new intensity.
"But how did those literary boors
in the newspapers respond? One called it
'dull, pulseless and desultory.' Another said
it was 'false' and went on to say that I was
unfair to the life of Emily Dickinson."
She put down the clippings and
looked me in the eyes.
"Did you notice anything about
these two clippings? They were both written
by men. What does a man know about how
it feels to be a woman? Does he even care?"

I sat still for a while, staring at the
title page. ''Trifles," a rather unassuming
title, I thought to myself. I looked up from
the script. She had left the room and I was
alone with these new ideas ringing in my
head. The script called to me, piquing my
curiosity. Finally, I turned the title page and
began to read.

--by Bill langebartels
Assistant Editor

Note: Each year, Expressions showcases
the work of a professional Iowa author. In
this issue, we proudly salue dramatist,
Susan Glaspell of Davenport.
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I smiled in reply, looking at the
scrapbook in my lap. Pictures of their lives
lay trapped in time, slowly fading on musty,
yellowed pages.
"Later, after we were married, we
went to Greece - the birthplace of free
thinking. We fell in love with Greece. It's
so much different; it is a country with a
consciousness of its presence in history. But
we did miss Provincetown. George died in
Greece and, after awhile, I returned to the
states and eventually remarried. And
Provincetown, as you can see, is where I
returned.
She shuffled through a few other
items as though looking for something -stealing nostalgic glances now and then.
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TRIFLES

are men in middle life, the COUNTY
ATTORNEY is a young man; all are
much bundled up and go at once to the
stove. They are followed by the two
women-lhe SHERIFF'S WIFE first;
she is a slight wiry woman, a thin
nervous face. MRS. HALE is a larger
and would ordinarily be called more
comfortable looking, but she is disturbed
now and looks fearfully about as she enters.
The women have come in slowly, and stand
close together near the door.

Scene: The kitchen in the now abandoned farmhouse of JOHN
WRIGHT, a gloomy kitchen, and
left without having been put in
order, unwashed pans under the
sink, a loaf of bread outside the
bread-box, a dish-towel on the
table-other signs of incompleted
work. At the rear the outer door
opens and the SHERIFF comes in
followed by the COUNTY ATTORNEY
and HALE. The SHERIFF and HALE

.,

SUSAN GLASPELL
(1882-1948)
CHARACTERS
LEWIS HALE, A NEIGHBORING FARMER
MRS.PETERS

GEORGE HENDERSON, COUNTY ATTORNEY
HENRY PETERS, SHERIFF
MRS.HALE

COUNTY ATfORNEY [rubbing his hands]. This feels good. Come
up to the fire, ladies.
MRS. PETERS [after taking a step forward]. I'm not-cold.
SHERIFF [unbuttoning his overcoat and stepping away from the
stove as if to mark the beginning ofofficial business]. Now, Mr.
Hale, before we move things about, you explain to Mr. Henderson
just what you saw when you came here yesterday morning.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. By the way, has anything been moved?
Are things just as you left them yesterday?
SHERIFF [looking about]. It's just the same. When it dropped
below zero last night I thought I'd better send Frank out this

morning to make a fire for us--no use getting pneumonia with
a big case on, but I told him not to touch anything except the
stove--and you know Frank.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. Somebody should have been left here
yesterday.
SHERIFF. Oh-yesterday. When I had to send Frank to Morris
Center for that man who went crazy-I want you to know I had
my hands full yesterday. I knew you could get back from
Omaha by today and as long as I went over everything here
myselfCOUNTY ATTORNEY. Well, Mr. Hale, tell just what happened
when you came here yesterday morning.
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HALE. Harry and I had started to town with a load of potatoes. We
came along the road from my place and as I got here I said, "I'm
going to see if lean 't get John Wrightto go in with me on a party
telephone." I spoke to Wright about it once before and he put
me off, saying folks talked too much anyway, and all he asked
was peace and quiet-I guess you know about how much he
talked himself; but I thought maybe if I went to the house and
talked about it before his wife, though I said to Harry that I
didn't know as what his wife wanted made much difference to
John-COUNTY ATTORNEY. Let'stalkaboutthatlater,Mr.Hale. Ido
want to talk about that, but tell now just what happened when
you got to the house.
HALE. I didn't hear or see anything; I knocked on the door, and still
it was all quiet inside. I knew they must be up, it was past eight
o'clock. So I knocked again, and I thought I heard somebody
say, "Come in." I wasn't sure, I'm not sure yet, but I opened the
door--this door [indicating the door by which the two women
are still standing} and there in that rocker-- [pointing to it} sat
Mrs. Wright
COUNTY ATTORNEY. What--was she doing?
HALE. She was rockin' back and forth. She had her apron in her
hand and was kind of--pleating it.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. And how did she--look?
HALE. Well, she looked queer.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. How do you mean--queer?
HALE. Well, as if she didn't know what she was going to do next.
And kind of done up.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. How did she seem to feel about your
coming?
HALE. Why, I don't think she minded--one way or the other. She
didn't pay much attention. I said, "How do, Mrs. Wright, it's
cold, ain't it?" And she said, "Is it?"--and went on kind of
pleating at her apron. Well, I was surprised; she didn't ask me
to come up to the stove, or to set down, but just sat there, not
even lookingatme,soisaid, "I wanttoseeJohn." And then she-laughed. I guess you would call it a laugh. I thought of Harry
and the team outside, so I said a little sharp: "Can't I see John?"
"No," shesays,kindo'dulllike. "Ain't he home?" says I. "Yes,"
says she, "he's home." "Then why can't I see him?" I asked her,
out of patience. "'Cause he's dead," says she. "Dead?" says I.
She just nodded her head, not getting a bit excited, but rockin'
back and forth "Why-where is he?" says I, not knowing what
to say. She just pointed upstairs-like that [ himselfpointing to
the room above}. I got up, with the idea of going up there. I
walked from there to here-then I says, "Why, what did he die
of?" "He died of a rope round his neck," says she, and just went
on pleatin' at her apron. Well, I went out and called Harry. I
thought I might-need help. We went upstairs and there he was
lying'COUNTY ATTORNEY. I think I'd rather have you go into that
upstairs, where you can point it all out Just go on now with the
rest of the story.
HALE. Well, my first thought was to get that rope off. It looked.
. . [Stops, his/ace twitches} ... but Harry, he went up to him,
and he said, "No, he's dead all right, and we'd better not touch
anything." So we went back downstairs. She was still sitting
that same way. "Has anybody been notified?" I asked. "No,"
says she, unconcerned. "Who did this, Mrs. Wright?" said
Harry. He said it businesslike-and she stopped pleatin' of her

apron. "I don't know," she says. "You don't know?" says
Harry. "No," says she. "Weren't you sleepin' in the bed with
him?" says Harry. "Yes," says she, "but I was on the inside."
"Somebody slipped a rope round his neck and strangled him and
you didn't wake up?" says Harry. "I didn't wake up," she said
after him. We must 'a looked as if we didn't see how that could
be, for after a minute she said, "I sleep sound." Harry was going
to ask more questions but I said maybe we ought to let her tell
her story first to the coroner, or the sheriff, so Harry went fast
as he could to Rivers' place, where there's a telephone.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. And what did Mrs. Wright do when she
knew that you had gone for the coroner?
HALE. She moved from that chair to this one over here [pointing
to a small chair in the cornerJand just sat there with her hands
held together and looking down. I got a feeling that I ought to
make some conversation, so I said I had come in to see if John
wanted to put in a telephone, and at that she started to laugh, and
then she stopped and looked at me-scared. [The COUNTY
ATTORNEY, who has had his notebook out, makes a note.} I
dunno, maybe it wasn't scared. I wouldn't like to say it was.
Soon Harry got back, and then Dr. Lloyd came, and you, Mr.
Peters, and so I guess that's all I know that you don't.
COUNTY ATTORNEY [lookingaround].Iguesswe'llgoupstairs
first-and then out to the barn and around there. [To the
SHERIFF.} You'reconvincedthattherewasnothingimportant
here-nothing that would point to any motive.
SHERIFF. Nothing here but kitchen things.
[The COUNTY ATTORNEY, after again looking around the kitchen,
opens the door of a cupboard closet. He gets up on a chair and
looks on a shelf Pulls his hand away, sticky.}
COUNTY ATTORNEY. Here's a nice mess.
[The women draw nearer.}
MRS. PETERS [to the other woman}. Oh, her fruit; it did freeze.
[To the LAWYER.} She worried about that when it turned so
cold. She said the fire'd go out and her jars would break.
SHERIFF. Well, can you beat the women! Held for murder and
worryin' about her preserves.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. I guess before we're through she may
have something more serious than preserves to worry about.
HALE. Well, women are used to worrying over trifles.
[The two women move a little closer together.}
COUNTY ATTORNEY [ with the gallantry ofa young politician} .
And yet, for all their worries, what would we do without the
ladies? [The women do not unbend. He goes to the sink, takes
a dipperful of water from the pail and pouring it into a basin,
washes his hands. Starts to wipe them on the roller-towel , turns
it/or a cleaner place.} Dirty towels! [Kicks hisfoot against the
pans under the sink.} Not much of a housekeeper, would you
say, ladies?
MRS. HALE [stiffly]. There's a great deal of work to be done on a
farm.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. To be sure. And yet[with a little bow to
herJ I know there are some Dickson county farmhouses which
do not have such roller towels .
[He gives it a pull to expose its full length again.}
MRS. HALE. Those towels get dirty awful quick. Men's hands
aren't always as clean as they might be.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. Ah, loyal to your sex, I see. But you and
Mrs. Wright were neighbors. I suppose you were friends, too.
MRS. HALE [shaking her head}. I've not seen much of her of late
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years. I've not been in this house--it's more than a year.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. And why was that? You didn't like her?
MRS. HALE. I liked her all well enough. Farmer's wives have
their hands full, Mr. Henderson. And then-COUNTY ATTORNEY. Yes--?
MRS. HALE [looking about}. It never seemed a very cheerful
place.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. No--it'snotcheerful. lshouldn'tsayshe
had the homemaking instinct.
MRS. HALE. Well, I don't know as Wright had, either.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. You mean that they didn't get on very
well?
MRS. HALE. No, I don't mean anything. But I don't think a
place'd be any the cheerfuller for John Wright's being in it
COUNTY ATTORNEY. I'd like to talk more of that a little later. I
want to get the lay of things upstairs now.
-22-

[He goes to the left, where three steps lead to a stair door.}
SHERIFF. I suppose anything Mrs. Peters does '11 be all right She
was to take in some clothes for her, you know, and a few little
things. We left in such a hurry yesterday.
COUNTY ATIORNEY. Yes, but I would like to see what you talce,
Mrs. Peters, and keep an eye out for anything that might be of
use to us.
MRS. PETERS. Yes, Mr. Henderson.

[The women listen to the men's steps on the stairs, then look about
the kitchen.}
MRS. HALE. I'd hate to have men coming into my kitchen,
snooping around and criticizing.

[She arranges the pans under sink which the LA WYER had shoved
out of place.]
MRS. PETERS. Of course it's no more than their duty.
MRS. HALE. Duty's all right, but I guess that deputy sheriff that

came out to make the fire might have got a little of this on.
[Gives the roller towel a pull.] Wish I'd thought of that sooner.
Seems mean to talk about her for not having things slicked up
when she had to come away in such a hurry.
MRS. PETERS [who has gone to a small table in the left rear

corner of the room, and lifted one end of a towel that covers a
pan]. She had bread set. [Stands still.]
MRS. HALE. [Eyes fixed on a loaf of bread beside the breadbox
which is on a low shelf at the other side of the room. Moves
slowly toward it.] She was going to put this in there. [Picks up
loaf, then abruptly drops it. In a manner ofreturning toJami liar
things.] It's a shame about her fruit I wonder if it's all gone.
[Gets up on the chair and looks.] I think there's some here that's
all right, Mrs. Peters. Yes--here; [Holding it toward the window.] this is cherries, too. [Gets down, bottle in her hand. Goes
to the sink and wipes it offon the outside.] She11 feel awful bad
after all her hard work in the hot weather. I remember the
afternoon I put up my cherries last summer. [She puts the bottle
on the big kitchen table, center of the room.front table. With a
sigh, is about to sit down in the rocking chair. Before she is
seated, realizes what chair it is; with a slow look at it steps back.
The chair, which she has touched, rocks back and forth.]
MRS . PETERS. Well, I must get those things from the front-room
closet [She goes to the door at the right, but after looking into
the other room, steps back.] You coming with me, Mrs. Hale?
You could help me carry them.

[They go into the other room; reappear, MRS. PETERS carrying a
dress and skirt, MRS. HALE Jo/owing with a pair of shoes.]
MRS. PETERS. My, it's cold in there. [She puts the cloth on the big
table, and hurries to the stove.]
MRS . HALE [examining the skirt]. Wright was close. I think
maybe that's why she kept so much to herself. She didn't even
belong to the Ladies' Aid. I suppose she felt she couldn't do her
part, and then you don't enjoy things when you feel shabby. She
used to wear pretty clothes and be lively, when she was Minnie
Foster, one of the town girls singing in the choir. But that-- oh,
that was thirty years ago. This all you was to take in?
MRS.PETERS. Shesaidshewantedan apron. Funnythingtowant,
for there isn't much to get you dirty in jail, goodness knows. But
I suppose just to make her feel more natural. She said they was
in the top drawer in this cupbaord. Yes, here. And then her little
shawl that always hung behind the door. [Opens stair door and
looks.] Yes, here it is. [Quickly shuts door leading upstairs.]
MRS. HALE [abruptly moving toward her]. Mrs. Peters?
MRS. PETERS. Yes, Mrs. Hale?
MRS. HALE. Do you think she did it?
MRS. PEIBRS [in a frightened voice]. Oh, I don't know.
MRS. HALE. Well, I don't think she did. Asking for an apron and
her little shawl. Worrying about her fruit.
MRS. PEIBRS [starts to speak, glances up, where footsteps are
heard in the room above. In a low voice]. Mr. Peters says it
looks bad for her. Mr. Henderson is awful sarcastic in a speech,
and he'll make fun of her sayin' she didn't wake up.
MRS. HALE. Well, I guess John Wrightdidn 't wake when they was
slipping that rope under his neck.
MRS. PETERS. No, it's strange. It must have been done awful
crafty and still. They say it was such a-- funny way to kill a man,
rigging it all up like that.
MRS. HALE. That's just what Mr. Hale said. There was a gun in
the house. He says that's what he can't understand.

MRS PEIBRS. Mr. Henderson said coming out that what was
needed for the case was a motive; something to show anger, or-sudden feeling.
MRS. HALE [who is standing by the table]. Well, I don't see any
signs of anger around here. [She puts her hand on the dish towel
which lies on the table, stands looking down at the table, one
half of which is clean, the other half messy.] It's wiped here.

[Makes a move as if to finish work, then turns and looks at loaf
of bread outside the breadbox. Drops towel. In that voice of
coming back to familiar things.] Wonder how they are finding
things upstairs? I hope she had ita little more red--up there. You
know, it seems kind of sneaking. Locking her up in town and
then coming out here and trying to get her own house to turn
against her!
MRS. PETERS. But, Mrs. Hale, the law is the law.
MRS. HALE. I s'pose 'tis. [Unbuttoning her coat.] Better loosen
up your things, Mrs. Peters. You won't feel them when you go
out

[Mrs. Peters takes offherfur tippet, goes to hang it on hook at back
of room, stands looking at the under part of the small corner
table.]
MRS. PETERS. She was piecing a quilt. [She brings the large
sewing basket, and they look at the bright pieces.]
MRS. PETERS. It's log cabin pattern. Pretty, isn't it? I wonder if
she was goin' to quilt or just knot it?

[Footsteps have been heard coming down the stairs. The SHERIFF
enters.followed by HALE and the COUNTY AITORNEY.J
SHERIFF. They wonder if she was going to quilt it or just knot it.
[The men laugh , the women look abashed.]
COUNfY ATTORNEY. [rubbinghishandsoverthestove]. Frank's
fire didn't do much up there, did it? Well, let's go out to the barn
and get that cleared up. [The men go outside.]
MRS. HALE [resentfullly]. I don't see as there's anything so
strange, our takin' up our time with little things while we're
waiting for them to get the evidence.

[She sits down at the big table, smoothing out a block with decision.]
I don't see as it's anything to laugh about.
MRS. PETERS [apologetically] Of course they've got awful important things on their minds. [Pulls upa chair and joins MRS.
HALE at the table.]
MRS. HALE [examining another block]. Mrs. Peters, look at this
sewing! All the rest of it has been so nice and even. And look
at this! It's all over the place! Why, it looks as if she didn't know
what she was about! [After she has said this, they look at each

other, then start to glance back at the door. After an instant
MRS. HALE has pulled at a knot and ripped the sewing.]
MRS. PEIBRS. Oh, what are you doing, Mrs. Hale?
MRS. HALE [mildly]. Just pulling out a stitch or two that's not
sewed very good. [Threading a needle.] Bad sewing always
made me fidgety.
MRS. PETERS [nervouslyJ. I don't think we ought to touch things.
MRS. HALE. I'll just finish up this end. [Suddenly stopping and
leaning f orward.J Mrs. Peters?
MRS. PETERS. Yes, Mrs. Hale?
MRS. HALE. What do you suppose she was so nervous about?
MRS. PETERS. Oh--I don't know as she was nervous. I sometimes
sew awful queer when I'm just tired. [MRS. HALE starts to say

something, looks at MRS. PETERS, then goes on sewing.]
Well, I must get these things wrapped up. They may be here
sooner than we think. [Putting apron and other things to-23-

get her.] I wonder where I can find a piece of paper, and string.
MRS. HALE. In that cupboard, maybe.
MRS. PETERS [looking in cupboard]. Why, here's a birdcage.
[Holds it up.] Did she have a bird Mrs. Hale?
MRS. HALE. Why I don't know whether she did or not--I've not
been here for so long. There was a man around last year selling
canaries cheap, but I don't know as she took one; maybe she did.
She used to sing real pretty herself.
MRS. PETERS [glancing around]. Seems funny to think of a bird
here. But she must have had one, or why would she have a cage?
I wonder what happened to it?
MRS. HALE. I s'pose maybe the cat got it.
MRS. PETERS. No, she didn't have a cat. She's got that feeling
some people have about cats--being afraid of them. My cat got
into her room, and she was real upset and asked me to take it out.
MRS. HALE. My sister Bessie was like that. Queer, ain't it?
MRS. PETERS. [examining the cage]. Why, look at this door. It's
broke. One hinge is pulled apart
MRS. HALE [looking too]. Looks as if someone must have been
rough with it
MRS. PETERS. Why, yes. [She brings the cage forward and puts
it on the table.]

MRS. HALE. I wish if they're going to find any evidence they'd be
about it I don't like this place.
MRS. PETERS. But I'm awful glad you came with me, Mrs Hale.
It would be lonesome for me sitting here alone.
MRS. HALE. It would, wouldn't it? [Dropping her sewing.] But
I tell you what I do wish, Mrs. Peters. I wish I had come over
sometimes when she was here. I--[looking around the room.J-wish I had.
MRS. PETERS. But of course you were awful busy, Mrs. Hale-your house and your children.
MRS. HALE. I could've come. I stayed away because it weren't
cheerful--and that's why I ought to have come. 1--I've never
liked this place. Maybe because it's down in a hollow, and you
don't see the road. I dunno what it is, but it's a lonesome place
and always was. I wish I had come over to see Minnie Foster
sometimes. I can see now -- [Shakes her head.]
MRS. PETERS. Well, you mustn't reproach yourself, Mrs. Hale.
Somehow we just don't see how it is with other folks until-something comes up.
MRS. HALE. Not having children makes less work--but it makes
a quiet house, and Wright out to work all day, and no company
when he did come in. Did you know John Wright, Mrs. Peters?
MRS. PETERS. Not to know him; I've seen him in town. They say
he was a good man.
MRS. HALE. Yes--good; he dido 't drink, and kept his word as well
as most, I guess, and paid his debts. But he was a hard man,
Mrs. Peters. Just to pass the time of day with him. [Shivers.]
Like a raw wind that gets to the bone. [Pauses, her eye falling
on the cage.] I should think she would 'a wanted a bird. But
what do you suppose went with it?
MRS. PETERS. I don't know, unless it got sick and died. [She
reaches over and swings the broken door, swings it again; both
women watch it.]
MRS. HALE. You weren't raised round here, were you? [MRS.
PETERS shakes her head.] You dido 't know--her?

MRS. PETERS. Not till they brought her yesterday.
MRS. HALE. She--come to think of it, she was kind of like a bird
herself--real sweet and pretty, but kind of timid and--fluttery.

How-she-did-change. [Silence; then as if struck by a happy
thought and relieved to get back to everyday things.] Tell you
what, Mrs. Peters, why don't you take the quilt in with you? It
might take up her mind.
MRS. PETERS. Why, I think that's a real nice idea, Mrs. Hale.
There couldn't possibly be any objection to it, could there?
Now, just what would I take? I wonder if her patches are in
here--and her things. [They look in the sewing basket.]
MRS. HALE. Here's some red. I expect this has got sewing things
in it. [Brings out a fancy box.] What a pretty box. Looks like
something somebody would give you. Maybe her scissors are
in here. [Opens box. Suddenly puts her hand to her nose.]
Why--[MRS. PETERS bends nearer, then turns herface away.]

There's something wrapped up in this piece of silk.
MRS. PETERS. Why, this isn't her scissors.
MRS. HALE [lifting the silk]. Oh, Mrs. Peters--it' s--[MRS PETERS
bends closer].

MRS. PETERS. It's the bird.
MRS. HALE [jumping back]. But, Mrs. Peters--look at it. Its neck!
Look at its neck! It's all--other side to.
MRS. PETERS. Somebody-wrung-its-neck.
[Their eyes meet. A look of growing comprehension of horror.
Steps are heard outside. MRS. HALE slips box under quilt
pieces, andsinksintoherchair. Enter SHERIFF and COUNTY
ATTORNEY. MRS. PETERS rises.]
COUNTY ATTORNEY [as one turningfromserious things to little
pleasantries]. Well, ladies have you decided whether she was

going to quilt it or knot it?
MRS. PETERS. We think she was going to--knot it
COUNTY ATTORNEY. Well, that'sinteresting,I'msure.[Seeing
the birdcage.] Has the bird flown?
MRS. HALE [putting more quilt pieces over the box]. We think
the-- cat got it.
COUNTY ATTORNEY [preoccupied]. Is there a cat?
[MRS. HALE glances in a quick covert way at MRS. PETERS.]

MRS. PETERS. Well, not now. They're superstitious, you know.
They leave.
COUNTY ATTORNEY [to SHERIFF PETERS, continuing an
interrupted conversation]. No sign at all of anyone having
come from the outside. Their own rope. Now let's go up again
and go over it piece by piece. [They start upstairs.] It would
have to havebeen someone who knew just the-[MRS PETERS sits down. The two women sit there not looking at
one another, but as if peering into something and at the same
time holding back. When they talk now, it is in the manner of
feeling their way over strange ground, as if afraid of what they
are saying, but as if they cannot help saying it.]

MRS. HALE. She liked the bird. She was going to bury it in that
pretty box.
MRS PETERS [in a whisper]. When I was a girl-- mykitten--there
was a boy took a hatchet, and before my eyes -and before I could
get there-- [Covers her face an instant.] If they hadn't held me
back, I would have-- [Catches herself. looks upstairs where
steps are heard.falters weakly.] --hurt him.
MRS. HALE [with a slow look around her]. I wonder how it would
seem never to have had any children around. [Pause.] No,
Wright wouldn't like the bird--a thing that sang. She used to
sing. He killed that too.
MRS. PETERS [moving uneasily]. We don't know who killed the
bird.
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MRS. HALE. I knew John Wright
MRS. PETERS. It was an awful thing was done in this house that
night, Mrs. Hale. Killing a man while he slept, slipping a rope
around his neck that choked the life out of him.
MRS.HALE. Hisneck. Chokedthelifeoutofhim. [Herhandgoes
out and rests on the birdcage.]
MRS.PETERS[withrisingvoice]. Wedon'tknowwhokilledhim.

We don't know.
MRS. HALE [her own feeling not interrupted]. If there'd been
years and years of nothing, then a bird to sing to you, it would
be awful--still, after the bird was still.
MRS PETERS [something within her speaking]. I know what
stillness is. When we homesteaded in Dakota, and my first baby
died-- after he was two years old, and me with no other then-MRS. HALE [moving]. How soon do you suppose they'll be
through, looking for evidence?
MRS. PETERS. I know what stillness is. [Pulling herself back.]
The law has got to punish crime, Mrs. Hale.
MRS. HALE [not as if answering that]. I wish you'd seen Minnie
Foster when she wore a white dress with blue ribbons and stood
up there in the choir and sang. [A look around the room.] Oh,
I wish I'd come over here once in a while! That was a crime!
That was a crime! Who's going to punish that?
MRS. PETERS [looking upstairs]. We mustn't--take on.
MRS. HALE. I might have known she needed help! I know how
things can go for women. I tell you, it's queer, Mrs. Peters. We
live close together, and we Ii ve far apart We all go through the
same things--it's all just a different kind of the same thing.
[Brushes her eyes, noticing the bottle offruit, reaches out/or
it.] If I was you, I wouldn't tell her her fruit was gone. Tell her
itain' t. Tell her it's all right. Take this in to prove it to her. She-

- she may never know whether it was broke or not
MRS. PETERS [takes the bottle, looks about/or something to wrap
it in; takes petticoat from the clothes brought from the other
room, very nervously begins winding this around the bottle. In
a false voice]. My, it's a good thing the men couldn't hear us.

Wouldn't they just laugh! Getting all stirred up over a little
thing like a -- dead canary. As if that could have anything to do
with -- with-- wouldn't they laugh!
[The men are heard coming downstairs.]
MRS. HALE [under her breath]. Maybe they would -- maybe they

wouldn't
COUNTY ATTORNEY. No, Peters, it's all perfectly clear except

a reason for doing it But you know juries when it comes to
women. If there was some definite thing. Something to show
- something to make a story about - a thing that would connect
up with this strange way of doing it
[The women's e-yes meet for an instant. Enter HALE from outer
door.]

MR. HALE. Well, I've got the team around. Pretty cold out there.
COUNTY ATTORNEY. I'm going to stay here awhile by myself.
[To the SHERIFFJ. You can send Frank out for me, can't you?
I want to go over everything. I'm not satisfied that we can't do
better.
SHERIFF. Do you want to see what Mrs. Peters is going to take in?
[The LAWYER goes to the table, picks up the apron, laughs.]
COUNTY ATTORNEY. Oh, I guess they're not very dangerous
things the ladies have picked up. [Moves a few things about,
disturbing the quilt pieces which cover the box. Steps back.]

No, Mrs. Peters doesn't need surpervising. For that matter, a
sheriffs wife is married to the law. Ever think of it that way Mrs.
Peters?
MRS. PETERS. Not-- just that way.
SHERIFF [chuckling]. Married to the law. [Moves toward the other
room.] I just want to see you come in here a minute, George.
We ought to take a look at these windows.
COUNTY ATTORNEY [scoffingly]. Oh, windows!
SHERIFF. We'll be right out Mr. Hale.
[HALE goes outside. The SHERIFF follows the CO UNIT ATTORNEY into the other room. Then MRS. HALE rises, hands tight
together, looking intensely at MRS. PETERS, whose eyes take
a slow turn,finally meeting MRS. HALE'S. A moment MRS.
HALE holds her, then her own eyes point the way to where the
box is concealed. Suddenly MRS. PETERS throws back quilt
pieces and tries to put the box in the bag she is wearing. It is too
big. She opens the box, starts to take the bird out, cannot touch
it, goes to pieces, stands there helpless. Sound ofa knob turning
in the other room. MRS. HALE snatches the box and puts it in
the pocket of her big coat. Enter COUNIT ATTORNEY and
SHERIFF.]
COUNTY ATTORNEY [facetiously]. Well Henry, at least we

found out that she was not going to quilt it She was going to - what is it you call it ladies?
MRS. HALE[herhandagainst her pocket]. We call it--knotit, Mr.
Henderson.
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Lizar-d r=ad
The browning then whitening of the grass
caught the lizards by surprise,
painting each with the black tar of death.
The children strung two to a line,
announcing "A quarter a pair!"
among the people of the outdoor rink.
Adorning the laces of each skate,
the lizard fad was celebrated this year.
by Carol Vaughn

-Editor's Note: Lizard Fad was awarded the
runner-up for poetry in the 1990 Creative Writing
Contest.

Photograph by John Binder
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HAYFIELD
A light wind nips at my face

to pull the endless stream of hay into the baler.
Completing the summer caravan
is a small hay rack attached to the baler.
A young man walks forward
leans over the back chute on the baler
and grabs a bale.
Taking firm hold of it,
he walks to the back of the wagon
bounding it on his knee.
He places the bale on top of the others
as a child stacks toy blocks.
his shirt is soaked with sweat,
beads of perspiration
cut through the soot on his face.
As they tum the corner to go east,
a look of delight comes over his face
as a crossing wind cools his sweat-covered face.

and steals away,
whispering through the shafts
of the long dried grass.
The companion of summer days has become
the lion of a later season
with sharp and bitter fangs.
The air grows colder with each passing minute
as the sun begins to descend

behind a large cottonwood
just across the creek.
There are no sounds
like those of a few months before,
only a foreboding moan

that sweeps over the hill.
Yet, I can still hear them;
I can still feel the heat
of a summer day.
I can see the orderly rolls
of mown orchard grass and alfalfa
I can smell the almost intoxicating aroma
of the freshly mown hay.
the rhythmic pounding of the baler
can be heard in the distance,
rising and falling with the wind.
The sound of a tractor
finally overcomes the noise of the baler
as it turns at the end of the row
and heads this way.
The resonance of the tractor is constant
broken only by the underlying bass
of the plunger in the baler
beating the pasture into submission
row by row, inch by inch.
Slowly these rumblings take shape
as this small train appears behind the hill
one spouting black fumes,
the other caught up in a whirlwind of dust and chaff.
A man on the tractor carefully guides
the lumbering beast beside the wind row
allowing the rotating group of teeth

Further down the hill the procession disappears
as it escapes from my consciousness.
A dried leaf startles me
as it passes by
blown by a brief gust of wind.
The dead grass, now flattened
by the elements of winter
has lost the sweet, fermented scent
of freshly cut alfalfa.
Only the lonely sound of a winter breeze,
and the smell of moldy hay remains.
Gone are the sounds
of millions of insects stirring in the grass.
Gone is the summer.
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A dog barks in the distance
completing the loneliness of this place
as the approaching darkness surrounds me.
In another time, this field
will ~se again to its former glory
as th1_s season passes into spring,
and time sweeps by
as so many leaves
blown by the winter wind.

by Bill Langebartels
Illustration by Sue Gass
Felt-tip marker
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Remnants of a soldier
I found in my grandmother's trunk,
A bundle tied with a
Tattered
Satin ribbon;
Postcard
December 17, 1917
The ship on which I sailed
has arrived
safely
overseas
Private N.R. Edwards
American Expeditionary Forces
A faded snapshot of
two brothers in uniform
proud young soldiers
laughing together

Postcard January 1918
Dear Marie
Arrived in France
Got sick on the way
Will write
Nathan
Valentine
Will be home soon
Wait for me
Love Nathan
Western Union Telegram
March 1919
Co. K 2nd Inf
Private Nathan Edwards
Your brother died this morning
Come tonight if possible
Marie
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Postcard no date
We are camped here for the night
Big battle coming
Will write
Nathan
Postcard Treasury Department
Mrs. N .R. Edwards
This Bureau has received
from enlisted man named
on card
a statement
naming you as
beneficiary
Bureau of War Risk Insurance

by Mary Hulbert

Photograph by Carrie Charles
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Yin, Yang, and Death
.._
Death is so masculine,
Controlling and judging to no limits,
Retrospectively attacking life,
It pounds suffering into the existence of man.

Yet all is two fold
To this even death is not exempt,
The ultimate agency of suffering,
Must also be the ultimate rescuer of man.

Death is so feminine,
Tucking man into bed and away from his worries,
For who has the endurance to live on forever,
Having always to carry the weight of impending nothingness.

by Tyler Roach

Illustration by Theresa Gulans
Pen and Ink
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This Day's Decision
by Jay Des Dyson

The bare room was sparsely lit.
The dawn's scant light filtered in through a
narrow curtained window in my closed
quarters. I struck a match and lit a candle... not
for light with which to see, but for darkness
in which to hide.
As the candle's flame gradually
challenged the dark, I placed it under the
cooker and began to sort through my works.
As the light of the candle spilled across the
nightstand, I saw that all was in order: Ten
fresh syringes, their hungry needles gleaming in the darkness, rested atop a bed of
cotton. Next to the syringes sat the evercoveted measuring scale, laden with the
prize of my labor and the source of my
sickness- five grams of cocaine and seven
grams of heroin.
My hands shook as I slowly opened
both of the bags. The morning's torment
had a schedule all its own, and today it had
arrived early. I measured out a unit of
cocaine and paired it with two units of
heroin ...just enough to stave off the ache
that throbbed throughout the whole of me.
Together these drugs promised either death
or deliverance, but I cared little. Either
way, I would be released from the shrill
misery; permanently or temporarily. I
breathed a numb sigh of relief as I poured
the powder, comforted with the knowledge
that this day's hell would again be postponed.
Yes, postponed. In this reprieve I
wouldn't have to worry if someone did
indeed read my mind, or if I accidentally
broadcasted the wrong thought to the wrong
person. Nor would I have to listen to that
incessant, knowing voice that spoke to me
when my radio was turned off. I tried to
ignore it as much as I could, but it was
difficult at times... When God talked, you
were supposed to listen.
And the paranoia, which delighted
in gnawing its way throughout my gut and
ricocheting around the recesses of my brain,

would again be held in check as well ...but
for how long? I could never be sure. The
carnivorous fear always had a way cl making
itself slronger...especially in the times when
I was unfortunate enough to find myself in
the grip of those purgatorial hours when a
fix was nowhere to be had. In such torturous moments, the paranoia's gnawing would
grow so intense that I could easily envision
it violently chewing its way out; erupting
like some grisly creature from the movie
'Alien.'
Still, that wasn't half as bad as
The Voices. They'd turned mean in the
past couple of weeks.
At first, The Voices were tolerable. In fact, I welcomed their unusual
presence. They seemed to have a limitless
reservoir of wit and wisdom. Long after
everyone else had abandoned me, The Voices
accepted me unconditionally. Still, I could
scarcely help but wonder where they came
from and why. In an attempt to find a
suitable explanation, I checked out a psycho-diagnostic manual ...
"Cocaine Psychosis" was all the
book had to say.
Having read the book's verdict, I
dismissed it as both unsatisfactory and
inconclusive. The Voices apparently felt
differently about the whole affair. Almost
at once, they ceased to be as friendly as
they once were ...and they started to ask
questions; questions that, at times, would
upset me a great deal. They also took on an
accusing manner. In a matter of days, The
Voices assumed the interrogative qualities
of a judge and jury - and their 'justice'
reigned with greater brutality than any LSDsired phantasm of days long dead.
As I emptied the heroin-cocaine
mixture into the cooker and reached for a
syringe, I felt the familiar knot of fear
tighten within me. My hands shook very
-34-

badly. Today it would take a great deal of
strength to drive the needle into the current
of the femoral artery. Though I detested
injections and the scars they left in their
wake, it was the only means by which I
could escape my daily anguish with the
greatest of speed...and besides, who'd notice tracks on a person's inner thigh?
An intruding voice, like lightning
that shattered the still of the night before,
forced its way into my thoughts. "Still at it,
eh?" the voice queried in an ominous tone.
"I should think you'd have learned by now,"
said another. Yet another spoke up, "It's a
marvel that your aren't already among the
dead, you know?"
"Leave me alone," I replied, "I'm
busy." Another voice chimed in, "Oh, that
you are, laddie. That you are." The first
voice then jumped in, "Tell us, from whom
did you steal in order to nab this booty, eh?"
"I remember him takin' 40 bucks from his
mother's purse!" answered another. The
first voice spoke again, "Tsk-tsk. Not only
a junkie but a thief as well! From his own
mother even!" I sighed as the ice-water
currents of guilt began to course through my
veins. It was no use arguing with The
Voices. They were always right anyway.
The icy grip of toxic shame began
to envelope my heart. It nearly had a
complete hold on me when my heroinstarved body suddenly shivered and convulsed in a grotesque pantomime of vomiting. "Screamin' mee-mee's, huh? You're
in a real bad way dude," said one voice.
"Just another suicide in slow-motion," stated
another.
I made a grave attempt to ignore
The Voices' mocking intrusion as I tore
away a piece of cotton from the syringe
bedding and dropped it in the solution. The
needle soon followed the path of cotton.
With fierce determination, I began to draw
the hazy fluid through the cotton and into

the cylinder of the needle. The syringe
greedily drained the contents of the cooker.
I uprighted the needle and tapped it to
dislodge an air bubble.
"Mmmm-boy! Lookit the size of
that one!" cried out a voice, "Embolism
City, here we come!" "HEY!" yelled yet
another voice, "why don't you send that
one straight into the vein? It'll go straight
to your heart and we'll have cardiac arrest!
Then you'll be good ... good and dead-deaddead!" "Better off dead anyway!" cried out
another. <<better off dead>> My anger
swelled at the insoleoce cl the vcjce, Coupled
with the rage came innumerable memories.
<<Better off dead.>> With each memory,
the Voices cheerfully made their bitter
comments; each one fertile with merciless
judgement. <<BETTER OFF DEAD!>>
As the ear-to-ear cacophony gained momentum, something within me snapped. I
could stand neither the tonnent of the occupying entities within my mind nor the
damning remembered fragments of ten years
past. «BETTER OFF DEAD!!>> I refused to submit to the crucifixion any longer!
I shut my eyes as tight as I could. My teeth
clenched as my lips drew back in a horrid,
painful expression of rage run riot. My
whole body violently shuddered as I mentally screamed, "GET THE FUCK OUTTA
MY MIND!!!"

mark either a beginning or an end. The
choice was simple, but not easy.
I turned around and searched the
bookcase at the head of my bed. I fumbled
through a pile of papers strewn across the
top shelf of the bookcase until I finally
found what I sought - a slip of paper a
friend had given me many months ago, in
spite of my protests. I studied the seven
numbers scrawled across the paper for a
moment. turned back toward the nightstand
and picked up the phone. Without forethought, I dialed.
I held my breath as the phone rang
for what seemed an eternity. The line
suddenly clicked and I heard a voice on the

other end identify the chemical dependency treatment center I'd called. Then
came the question I'd both feared and desired to hear for so many years...
"Can I help you?"
My chest grew tight as my heart
renewed its accelerated pace. My mind,
gratefully freed of the paralyzing pain for
but a few merciful moments, forged a reply:
"I hope so."

Editor's Note: This Day's Deciswn was
voted Best Story in the 1990 Creative Writing Contest.

... Silence.
I opened my eyes. My death-mask
of a face dissolved. I found my ears were
ringing loudly. I was suddenly out of breath;
my heart hammered against my ribs. I felt
both beat and beaten. Still, the memories
still came in a torrential downpour; memories of all the times I'd lied to, and stolen
from, those whom I'd lived with and loved.
"Truth hits everybody," I thought to myself
as I saw, for the first time, the impact of my
addiction. ''Truth hits everyone."
Without warning, hot stinging tears
of sorrow and rage began to form in my
eyes and course down my cheeks. "It's all
gone wrong," I sighed to myself, "Jesus .. .it's
all gone wrong." The remaining fires of
rage were soon extinguished in a flood of
remorse as I thought to myself, "What am I
gonna do now? What can I do?"

Photograph by June Bivans

A moment of clarity followed my
long mourning. With it came the calm
knowledge that this day's decision must
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BIRTHDAY PRESENT
by Dana Grimes

Danielle took a long pensive look
at the face before her. Is this the face of a
woman married twenty-one years? Eighteen and twenty-one are thirty-nine all right.
Numbers! She wondered if she believed
what they say about life beginning at forty.
How could anything begin in the midst of so
much unfinished ...stuffl
Numbers; 21 years of marriage, 39
years of life. Has anyone ever really been
happily married for 21 years? 21, 22,
23 ... such unmagical numbers; no sparkle
like the silver of 25 or the glow of golden
50 ... not even the sense of accomplishment
that goes with 20. No, 21 years is just...a
very long time.
Leaning into the mirror Danielle
smoothed the hair back from her face. A
nice face, ...not young, but certainly not
old... not a face that betrays age, or at least
she never thought so. The wide set eyes,
always too innocent for their years ... until
today. Today, they fit. Today, they are 39
year-old eyes.
Okay, so its not a young, beautiful
face, but it's nice, this face of a woman
almost 40. Not the face he married 21 years
ago, but good for 39. Why do we say that?
"She looks good for 39." Either she looks
good or she doesn't. Anyway, how does

anyone look after 21 years of marriage ...for
better or for worse, in sickness and in health,
until death ...how close do you suppose 39 is
to death?
The numbers began to run through
her mind again as she studies the face in the
mirror...21 and 18 are 39... 21 years of
marriage plus 39 years oflife ...which of the
numbers is heavier? 39 + 21 = 60...Today
she felt their combined weight and looked
closer to see if it showed.
Numbers! Everything is clearly
marked by numbers; years, pounds
events ... birth, marriage, death .. .39 year-old
woman found dead in 3 bedroom house at
4210 W. 54th street, at 9:00 a.m. on 7/10/
89. Sheleft3childrenand 1 husband ... well,
actually he left her...cause of death - Numbers - 39,21, & 60. 39 years, no skills, 60
pills ...but what about the children?
Children ... 16,18,19... 16+ 18+ 19
= 53 ... 60 - 53 = 7. 7 years for 3 kids ... 39
- 7 = 32 ... 32. That was a good year. 32 is
supposed to be the prime of a woman's
life ... another one of those things "they"
say. Maybe it's true though ...no woman 32
could have been married for 21 years, but
then there's the 16, 18, 19 .. .53 + 21 = 74 ..1
wonder what it feels like to be 7 4? ... 74 - 39
= 35 .. .l'm over half way there, so it must
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feel twice as bad as this. I ran a 37 minute
lOK when I was 35, or was it a 35 minute
lOK when I was 37? No matter, 37 - 35 =
2 ... 2 ... l + 1 =2 ... 2isapair-acouple. The
2 shall be 1, unless of course, someone else
comes along, then the 2 are divided... 2 : 1
= 2 .. .it's just not the same 2 ... 2 - 1 =
1...ring, 2 rings..Oh! the phone... 3 rings ...
I suppose it will keep on until I take this 39
year-old face out there and ...4 rings .. .answer
that...5 rings ... Hello!
Happy birthday to you, Happy birthday to
you
"Well, what did he give you for
your birthday?"
"Something I always wanted as a
kid; a room of my own."

Photograph by Sue Bjork
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Vear Vision
IL begins here-always
in the white,
silent
depths
of winter.
It is a circle,
a wheel,
unable to turn;
stuck
in the mud
of spring.
It presses on,
though,
to summer's
green growth
hiding
its bogged rim.
Heat-stilled days
waver
harvest heavy
grains.
Cicadas
whine,
milkweeds
fly.
A pregnant
orange moon
releases
the horizon
and turns
icy white
behind
clicking,
bare trees
whisper.

by Jenny Subra
I
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Illustration by Melinda Baty
Pencil drawing
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ANSWERS
by Jenny Subra

"That's pretty great! Who puked?
Anyone we know?"
"No, that was awhile back," Frank
answered.
"Man,I'dlove to print that; what a
riot! Think we could get it past Mrs. Proost?"
One lanky boy eyed the other with the
thought

"Hey.Mr.Plumery! Canweinterview you for the school newspaper?" Two
junior guys sauntered up the hall, the tongues
of their Nike high tops lolling out
Frank Plumery continued reading
the day's announcements tacked to the
bulletin board. "What do you want to
know?"
"We're supposed to do a personal
interest story on someone who's been in the
same profession for a long time. Find out
why they've stayed, changes, interesting
stuff that's happened to them. You know,
junk like that."

"No, I'm sure that isn't what Mrs.
Proost had in mind fellas." No, Mrs. P.
would never go for that; gotta have quality
journalism, pertinent information, tasteful
hunwr.
"Can we interview you then? It's
due tomorrow, second hour. We've got
about five or six questions. We thought
you'd be a decent interview," one of them
explained as they followed him down the
hall to his classroom. The four o'clock bell
rang, and Mrs. Andrews, the school secretary, promptly locked the office door, and
clicked down the empty hall in her navy
pumps.

"I see. Well, I've been doing this
for about twenty-four years; education
never changes, and a kid puked in my waste
basket one time after he swallowed a fly.
How's that?" he answered, and went back
to reading the lunch menu for the week.

Illustration by Paul Knifer
Pen & Ink Wash
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I wonder if the rest of her life is so
sadly regimented and routine? Monday,
hamburger; Tuesday, pork; Wednesday,
chicken; .. Friday, fish of course. I'll bet
she never has ice cream and Oreos in front
of the tube.

Frank sat in the chair behind his
desk, crossed his legs, and rested his hand
on his chest The floor was littered with
gum wrappers, pencil stubs, and crumpled
quizzes on Hamlet, Act IV. The Great Bard
himself stared at Frank across the room.
Someone had added a cartoon balloon and
the words, "Hey dude, bad news for Yorick."
At least someone was listening.
"So, what do you want to know
fellas?" Frank asked.
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Illustration by Theresa Gulans
Pen and Ink

Field Stones
How odd
to see
an occasional
fence post,
tired and gray,
bearing the burden
of a stone
from its field.

by Jenny Subra
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You are the heights we reached
between beginning and end
You are the glow of noonday cast
between anticipation of sunrise
and lingering sunset
You are perfectly fitted behind fear
and before dread
You are not just the middle child
You are Central

by Dona Grimes
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Illustration by Jon Rich
Pen & Ink
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An Invitation
Won't you come walk the lane with me?
I know the sun is high.
The sparrow's silent in the fence row brush;
The lark's song is but a sigh.
The corn is still but for a brush
of wind across the tops
that starts to whisper with the leaves,
then lifts and shyly stops.
But the wild rose blooms,
and the cat's a-prowl
in the ditch beside the way.
Won't you come walk the lane with me
on this heavy summer's day?

by Jenny Subra
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